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“Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving 
someone deeply gives you courage.”  

 

I am sure that there will be many Dogs that are glad 2012 is coming to the end, although I 

know for a fact that so many Dogs, including myself, have benefited from the 2012 annual 

and monthly advice we gave and also using our annual cures kits and the Master Cure 

along with the fine tuning of our powerful Feng Shui Software to get as good as 

possible. Now we enter into a Snake year we need some special cures and enhancers in 

2013. 

Chinese astrology and western astrology are very different. Chinese astrology is used to 

inform people of what may take place and how you can apply cures and enhancers to 

avoid any problems that could potentially arise in your life; Chinese astrology is also about 

having the information in advance so that you can avoid any of the problems that are 

predicted. The information on this site for 2013 will help you to be prepared and make 

informed decisions in 2013 that may affect your wellbeing and endeavours. It is important 

that you know when and how to avoid bad influences during 2013. 

If you follow the advice given to you below and approach the year ahead with a positive 

attitude, you will be able to avoid much bad luck that is said to be coming to you. You can 

also do this by reading our 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong). For example: if you are a Pig 

and read on our synopsis for the year or somewhere else that the year ahead is going to 

be bad for you, you can avoid many problems by thinking positive and researching your 

Flying Star chart. Being able to avoid negative Flying Stars can help you modify your years 

luck in a good way. There will be many websites and other practitioners that will predict all 

sorts of problems and calamities for a certain animal in any year. What you need to bear in 

mind that even though there may be problems arising, there are also solutions to 

problems that can really turn things around for you which is what we have written in to 

each synopsis for 2013 for you.  Please take this with a pinch of salt and enjoy a great 

2013. 

You should start to prepare and place your annual cures and enhancers as soon as possible 

as it really Is crucial to get this right. This will set the foundations for a trouble free year; 

make sure that you check back every month on here for our monthly updates to be even 

more prepared for the year ahead. You could even use our professional Flying Star 

Feng Shui Software or 2013 Tong Shu Almanac Software which will give you total 

control on an annual and monthly basis. This year we have combined the software with our 

annual cures kit to give you even better value and savings. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm


Those born in the year of the Pig may be affected by the conflicting influences of the year 

of the Yin Water Snake Gui Si. In saying this, we hope that those born in the year of the 

Pig are aware of potential difficulties they may encounter during the year and take extra 

care in whatever they do without taking undue risks. The degree of influence varies from 

one person to another. One of the major considerations is the heavenly stem of the year in 

which one was born, more on this later. 

To find your animal sign, check the charts below. If you were born before February 4th 

(Spring Begins), use the year before. If it is after February 4th, then use the same birth 

year.  This is worth double-checking; as you would be amazed how many people born in 

January or February get it wrong. If you are unsure of your Chinese Animal maybe 

consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates it automatically along with 

personal Gua, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 
 
Some examples:  
 

 Born 3rd February 1958 = Rooster 

 Born 5th February 1958 = Dog 

 Born 3rd February 1987 = Tiger 

 Born 5th February 1987 = Rabbit 
 

2013 is the 4711th year of the Chinese calendar. 

In China, the solar calendar of the Gui Si (Yin Water) year starts on 4th February 2013 at 

08:15 China time. In the UK, the new solar year starts on 4th February 2013 at 00:15. In 

California USA it will start 4th February 2013 at 16:15 and if you live in Barcelona you 

would place your cures at 01:15. Every year we put together a page on Chinese New 

Year world times 2013 that will help you confirm the times and dates for the Chinese 

New Year’s Solar and lunar. This is not the Chinese New Year 2013 you would celebrate; 

please check this website for further details. 
 
 

“Seven days without laughter makes one 
weak.” 

Rat  
3 Feb 1924–3 Feb 1925  3 Feb 1936–3 Feb 1937 3 Feb 1948–3 Feb 1949  

3 Feb 1960–3 Feb 1961  3 Feb 1972–3 Feb 1973  3 Feb 1984–3 Feb 1985  

   3 Feb 1996–3 Feb 1997     

 

 The Rats luck should turn out to be another good year 

throughout 2013 although there will be a few ups and down but 

following this advice can help make the year a smooth one.  

With regards to career and business the year will be interesting 

and new opportunities can come your way  and there is also a 

good chance of promotion throughout the year; try not to take a 

relaxed approach to your work though as you still have to work 

for the benefits. Rats that are looking for employment in 2013 may find that their luck is 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/worldtimes2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/worldtimes2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/newyearchinese2013.htm


taking a turn for the better as long as they are determined and are happy to approach 

their future employers. Although Rats are quite active people, you should try to stay as 

healthy and fit as possible throughout 2013. 

The Rat will need to take care of their health in 2013 especially those who like a tipple, 

smoke or do not have a good diet or lack in any exercise. Please take a look at your health 

especially if you are a Yang Metal Rat born 1960 as they can suffer most this year with 

regards to health, the stomach and chest are weak in this Snake year. If you have a 

bedroom in the west or southwest and you are a metal Rat place a Wu Lou beside your 

bed or some metal ornaments that are preferably round in shape which are good metal 

shapes. I would alos make sure you place a salt cure in the southwest and have a look at 

the flying star advice.  

As with 2012 this year should be used as a year of saving and avoid overindulging whether 

it is finance or eating or any other habit that could be bad for your pocket or health, this 

will be sure to pay off in the future; you can still treat yourself in 2013 but try to resist 

that fancy car on finance or expensive jewellery unless you can afford it but always 

remember to check the terms and conditions this year and check all papers before signing 

contracts. If you want to make the most of your finances in 2013, make sure you follow 

the flying star advice. 

For the Rat born in 1960 & 1972 be careful of relationships as a busy and successful year 

can make you neglect relationships and your partner may wander. If you have a bedroom 

or other important room in the east place a temple Lion plaque here to dissipate the 

chances of this happening. 

The Rat should avoid lending money even to best friends or family in 2013. All Rats should 

be careful of theft either by deception or just someone breaking into your home, do not 

concern yourself about this just prepare and make sure security is up to scratch at home 

and office. Avoid gambling either on cards or stock market and if you are offered a deal 

that is just too good to be true, it probably is especially if it comes from a family member. 

2013 should be a productive year for the Rat with many social events taking place and a 

lot of time for planning and character building when an effort to do so is made. The Rat will 

find that they have the ability to set a good foundation and get far in 2013 if ready to 

spend time securing your future. 

Single Rats can expect steady times for romance this year especially those born in 1948 

(earth Rat) and even expect wedding plans. If you are married or committed, you should 

be prepared to spend a lot of time with your partner throughout this year and show 

affection when needed so make lots of time to spoil them. Overall, 2013 will be a great 

year but you do need to be careful with your finances so please make sure you do not 

excessively spend unless you are certain that you are getting a good deal and always be 

sure to read the small print. Make sure you leave time for yourself and try to relax more as 

stress can be an issue and you may feel down at times, whatever is on your mind right 

now it WILL pass and you are on or soon will be on the right path. 

Rats born in 1972 should take a steady approach in 2013 and should remember to take 

rest when possible throughout the year. Younger Rats born in 1996 should be try to put in 

as much time as possible when studying as the amount of effort you put in now, affects 

you in later life. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm


Enjoy your year and remember they are not as bad as you think, give a little leeway on 

your side too, if you don’t know what I am talking about you will soon and pay no 

attention to the Feng Shui websites predicating the Rat will have problems in 2013, once 

you know the potential pitfalls and place annual cures and enhancers you can avoid most 

of the problems. 
 
 
As a Rat you are in affinity with the Ox. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of an Ox with you at all times throughout the year in 2013.  

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the North (352.5º - 7.5º) of the home or office. 
Use blues or black in your decoration if you have a bedroom here. In 2013 the southwest 
is not a good sector influenced by the annual flying star #2 and I would advise you to 
place the relevant cures below in 2013. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 
follow this link. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 

please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure 

of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 

software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 

and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/eightmansions.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm


placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm


this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm


The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

 
3 Feb 1925-3 Feb 1926 3 Feb 1937-3 Feb 1938 3 Feb 1949-3 Feb 1950 

3 Feb 1961-3 Feb 1962 3 Feb 1973-3 Feb 1974 3 Feb 1985-3 Feb 1986 

   3 Feb 1997-3 Feb 1998    
 

2013 is to be a year of progress and fresh start for the Ox with 

much advancement in the workplace and with relationships in 

2013. Oxen actually do really well in Snake years and with 

regards to employment, there will be many Oxen that will find 

they are progressing well in 2013 and there is a great chance of 

advancement in your role in your workplace this year. Please be 

sure to the annual stars 2013 to make the most of the year to 

make the most of wealth, career and general luck. 2013 is a great year for the Ox to learn 

new skills, especially young Oxen born in 1997; this will end as a very valuable investment 

in yourself. 

Money luck will be good for the Ox in 2013 and this year will be a good year to use your 

finances on your hobbies if you are able to do so but please be sure to avoid impulse 

purchases as with 2012 you will still need to be careful to save for bills and commitments 

and of course, the great social year ahead of you! The Ox will find themselves climbing the 

social ladder this year, especially with work related events and new friend groups. With 

your increased social life in 2012, it is very important to find a good balance between 

home and social life and be careful that you do not neglect loved ones; be sure to spend a 

lot of time with family as well as friends throughout the year. 

2013 offers great opportunities for the Ox and you can expect new relationships and also 

openings for making new friends but also a year where you sort the wheat from the chaff 

with regards to old friends who may turn out to be not as good a friend as you thought. A 

Snake year for the Ox can be a year of opening up that third eye of yours and seeing 

things more clearly and you must make a life and/or a business plan as whatever you 

write down this year can come true. Your year will be busy but leave some time for play 

and make sure you take plenty of rest. Please be careful with your spending in 2013 as 

your increase in social events can lead to overspending. Only spend what you can afford. 

Your busy and new lifestyle can cause your diet to go a bit wild in 2013 so please make 

sure to eat plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables and get plenty of exercise throughout the 

year. Be sure to check our monthly updates throughout the year for updates. 

http://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/newsletter/
http://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/newsletter/
https://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/store/feng-shui-software
https://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/store/feng-shui-software
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm


Oxen can expect good news in 2013 but they must be careful with paperwork and matters 

in the workplace throughout the year. Ox born in 1985 must try to make the most of the 

situation when given the chance to prove themselves as this will pay off. It may be a 

mixed year but whatever has been unresolved in the last few years will come to a head in 

2013 and I think you will like the news. Enjoy the year. 

 
As an Ox you are in affinity with the Rat. For your protection, you should have a key 
chain pendant of a Rat with you at all times throughout the year. 

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (22.5º - 37.5º) of the home or 
office. The northeast is good this year and I would advise you to place the flying stars 
cures and enhancers to get the most out of 2013. For full details on 2013 flying star 
analysis follow this link. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2013.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm


which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 
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The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 



Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Tiger 

3 Feb 1926-3 Feb 1927 3 Feb 1938-3 Feb 1939 3 Feb 1950–3 Feb 1951 

3 Feb 1962-3 Feb 1963 3 Feb 1974-3 Feb 1975 3 Feb 1986–3 Feb 1987 

 3 Feb 1998-3 Feb 1999 3 Feb 2010-3 Feb 2011   

  

Tigers should start 2013 with a steady approach and not jump in to any big projects or 

expenses. The Snake year can slow down the Tigers progression during 2013 but you 

should not let this put you off as this year can still be very rewarding if you know what to 

expect and plan the year ahead. In the workplace, this year is a very good time to spend 

time learning new skills and take on new projects as 2013 is a perfect year to set the 

foundations for the upcoming years as this will work to your advantage later in the year or 

during the early months of 2014. 

If you are looking to advance in your workplace, it would be a good idea to consider all the 

different options that are available to you in the workplace as this will help you to learn 

new skills and prove yourself at work. For Tigers seeking employment, be sure to keep 

your head up as great things come to those who wait; it may seem very hard to find work 

during this year but there are a lot of good opportunities arising for the Tiger with new 

employment. Be sure to check the 2013-flying star and Monthly Updates for more 

information. 

Tigers need to take a lot of time with family and friends in 2013 as their social calendar 

should be very promising although there is a risk of personality clashes this year so you 

will need to be prepared to keep the peace when needed during the year. With many 

single Tigers discovering new love in the most unexpected of places this year, please be 

sure to remember what I just said and try to avoid arguments or disagreements during the 

year to ensure a long lasting relationship with new romances and be sure to take things 

slow and not jump straight in to a relationship in 2013 as this could burn out quite fast if 

you mix arguments and quick commitment. It may be worth taking a look at our 2013 

Academy of Feng shui Software for reports of compatibility between two people. For 

Tigers in relationships and even married Tigers, you must make sure to spend time with 

your other half and your family throughout 2013. 

Tigers born in 1950 should be careful with finances in 2013 and avoid overspending as a 

Snake year can be a year of “not seeing the wood for the trees” and problems can creep 

up very fast so for the metal Tiger be careful although overall the year should be good. 

Young Earth Tigers born 1998 (may need pushing from the parents) will benefit from 

spending time studying throughout the year as this will greatly help you throughout the 

next few years! 
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You are in affinity with the Pig/Boar. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Pig. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (52.5º - 67.5º) of the home or 
office. The northeast is good this year and I would advise you to place the flying stars 
cures and enhancers to get the most out of 2013. For full details on 2013 flying star 
analysis follow this link. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 
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or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 
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arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 
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Hare/Rabbit 

3 Feb 1927-3 Feb 1928 3 Feb 1939-3 Feb 1940 3 Feb 1951-3 Feb 1952 

3 Feb 1963-3 Feb 1964 3 Feb 1975-3 Feb 1976 3 Feb 1987-3 Feb 1988 

3 Feb 1999-3 Feb 2000 3 Feb 2011-3 Feb 2013    

 

 I bet there are a few Rabbits glad to see the back of 2012 and 

the good news is 2013 will be a much better year for the Rabbit 

and can be a fantastic year to advance in a lot of aspects in 

your life whether finances, health, relationships. 2013 is a good 

year for the Rabbit in the workplace with the possibility of your 

employer putting a lot more trust in you; there is also a lot of 

luck on your side should you wish to change careers. If you are 

looking to advance at work, March, May, June and November are the best months to go for 

a new position so be sure to follow the annual and monthly flying stars. 2013 is a great 

year for new opportunities for the Rabbit but make sure you keep your eyes open to spot 

the opportunities and follow this advice carefully and worth checking back each month to 

see what changes you can make month by month. 

Finances are looking good for the Rabbit in 2013, especially if you get a promotion as this 

will benefit you greatly with money. When making big purchases during the year, please 

be sure to compare prices as you should not waste money even though money luck will be 

very good for the Rabbit throughout the year.  

The Rabbit will notice a great deal of social events over the year and there are a lot of 

chances to meet new people, especially during April and August. The Rabbits rise in social 

interaction will help single Rabbits tremendously in finding new love; these new 

relationships will have strong chances of being long lasting. Those of you who are in 

relationships or are married will enjoy a great home life with your partner and family with 

a happy and home throughout the year. 2013 has the opportunity to be a great year for 

the Rabbit. Rabbits born in 1963 should take action this year with anything they wish to 

achieve. 

This Snake year can turn out to be one of the best years for Rabbit. Opportunities and 

success await you. Coupled with Rabbits natural passion and drive, the year 2013 can take 

you to great heights especially in business and career. Those in employment may see 

promotion provided they keep away from and are not influenced by inauspicious sectors of 

the house according to the flying stars system of Feng Shui. 

Whilst luck is with you, take good advantage of the positive outlook of the year and make 

a true effort in your endeavours. Obstacles and difficulties are not completely non-existent 

so you still need to be on guard. Face each problem as it comes decisively and confidently 

as they can easily be overcome. Take good care of health as there is a tendency to 

overwork. When walking the success path, be charitable to those less fortunate than you. 

Only one real problem to be aware of 2013 is you need to be very careful with legal 

problems involving courts and possibly to do with contracts so please be extremely careful 

signing contracts. Karma can also be on catch up time as the seeds you planted over the 

last few years good or bad can come back to haunt or reward you, this is particularly so if 
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it involves plagiarism and this could involve the courts. 

  

You are in affinity with the Dog. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Dog. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the East (82.5º – 97.5º) of the home or office. 
This is a good location for you in 2013 with the #4 star promoting good Peach Blossom 
luck in 2013. You should place cures in the east this year to make the most out of 2013. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 
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create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 
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this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 
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Dragon    

3 Feb 1928-3 Feb 1929 3 Feb 1940-3 Feb 1941 3 Feb 1952-3 Feb 1953 

3 Feb 1964-3 Feb 1965 3 Feb 1976-3 Feb 1977 3 Feb 1988-3 Feb 1989 

   3 Feb 2000-3 Feb 2001  3 Feb 2013-3 Feb 2013 

 

 The Dragon has a good year to look forward to in 2013 which is 

a nice way to follow on from last year. If you are keen to do 

well this year and set plans to stone fairly early in the year, 

then you can get a great deal accomplished in 2013. As with 

2012 there will be plenty of prospects for the Dragon. 

There will possibly be doors opening that you thought had 

closed a long time ago, the most important thing to remember is to spot a good 

opportunity when it comes and do not overlook the small print of any offer. With regards 

to scandals or gossip, this could be someone very close to you causing it, so please keep 

an ear to the ground and if you do discover who it is then leave it a few days before you 

approach them. This will allow you to have a clear mind and not say things you may regret 

later. Think before you act and if you have a bedroom or other important room in the east 

place a temple Lion plaque to help dissipate the energy here. 

Dragons seeking work should look forward to opportunities arising to secure a good job 

this year as long as they aren’t afraid to start somewhere then work their way up. 

Remember, every artist was once an amateur! The best times to search for work this year 

are February, April, May and November. 

As for Dragons already in relationships, 2013 can be a good year to advance in your 

relationship. 2013 will overall, be a great year for the Dragon so be sure to work hard and 

enjoy the rewards from this. Dragons born in 1940 should try to stay as active as possible 

and be sure to get together with family whenever possible Dragons born in 1964 should 

take an opportunity whenever it arises but be careful that you know the conditions. 

A Dragon in a Snake year should be aware that there could be accidents involving metal 

and this usually means cars so please be careful, I will take extra care this year to warn 

my 24 year old Son Daniel (1988) although thankfully he is careful driver. The Dragon will 

have a great year with a few ups and downs. Money will be good in 2013 but you should 

start planning for the future and avoid overspending and do not take risks with your 

money, just thought about my son again, I really cannot see him taking any of my advice 

this year, don’t spend your money, think about the future and drive slowly and carefully, 

yeah alright Dad.  

Please keep an eye on your finances this year as the Dragon year is a very fast paced on 
and overspending can easily happen. When making big purchases, please check the 
annual and monthly updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu Almanac 
Software for planning for the whole year. 

You can look forward to a good and rewarding year with many new friends coming to you 
in 2013 and this is also a great chance to strengthen existing friendships as it can become 
easy to neglect loved ones and friends when your social circle grows. Your new increase in 
your social life bring great promise to finding new love this year although you will have to 
be calm and not rush in to relationships too fast. As for Dragons already in relationships, 
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2013 can be a good year to advance in your relationship. 2013 will overall, be a great year 
for the Dragon so be sure to work hard and enjoy the rewards from this. Dragons born in 
1940 should try to stay as active as possible and be sure to get together with family 
whenever possible Dragons born in 1964 should take an opportunity whenever it arises but 
be careful that you know the conditions. 

You are in affinity with the Rooster. For enhancement keep a key chain pendant of a 
Rooster on you. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (112.5º – 127.5º) of the home or 
office. Although the southeast is your astrological zone 

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 
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The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 
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between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Snake 

3 Feb 1929-3 Feb 1930 3 Feb 1941-3 Feb 1942 3 Feb 1953-3 Feb 1954 

3 Feb 1965-3 Feb 1966 3 Feb 1977-3 Feb 1978 3 Feb 1989-3 Feb 1990 

   3 Feb 2001-3 Feb 2002    

 

 The Snake should start the year start the year off with a fresh 

beginning and would really benefit from forgetting any problems 

that may have occurred during 2012 and forgive people for their 

wrong doings; 2013 will be a great year for the Snake and 

should be started with a fresh, positive attitude! A lot can be 

achieved by the Snake this year in all aspects of life. There are 

plenty of opportunities for success in the workplace during 2013 

with your efforts being recognised for their input and hard work. 

If you feel as though you have been stuck in the same job for too long, 2013 is a good 

year to move to different departments and even jobs but please be sure that the move is 

what you want. 2013 is a good year for Snakes to become self-employed, especially if you 

do so during the months of March, June, July and September. 

Please check the annual and monthly updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu 

Almanac Software for planning for the whole year. Snakes seeking work will have a 

great deal of luck this year with many positions being opened to them although you should 

still be alert and search rather than wait for something to come to you. 

Finances will be good in 2013 for the Snake although you must not be too frivolous in your 

spending and be sure to put money in to savings where possible and always be sure to 

check the terms and conditions. 2013 can be a very good financial year for the Snake as 

long as you are careful with your money.  

You should make extra security checks on your home or car this year as the robbery star is 

quite strong, this is especially so for people who have offices or main doors in the east and 

west, check our 2013 flying star for more information. This would relate to for all types of 

security so if you are on holiday, in your car or even someone trying to steal your identity, 

which sadly has become very common these days. Shred all papers with personal 

information before throwing it away, it may seem extreme but worth doing this year and I 

suppose every year nowadays. 

There will be new opportunities in business, career and love this year and it will be a lucky 

year which is nice and overall, the Snakes year can be very good with many social outings 

and a great home life. Snakes born in 1941 and 2001 should be open to new possibilities 

and embrace change with a positive attitude. Snakes born in 1989 will accomplish a lot 

this year and should try to remain as active as possible. 
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You are in affinity with the Monkey. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Monkey. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (142.5º – 157.5º) of the home or 
office. Although the southeast is your astrological zone, this is where the Tai Sui Grand 
Duke are located in 2013; please read below for more detail. 

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 
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and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 
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we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

http://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/newsletter/
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Horse 

3 Feb 1930-3 Feb 1931 3 Feb 1942-3 Feb 1943 3 Feb 1954-3 Feb 1955 

3 Feb 1966-3 Feb 1967 3 Feb 1978-3 Feb 1979 3 Feb 1990-3 Feb 1991 

   3 Feb 2002-3 Feb 2003    
  

2013 is very similar to last year for the Horse and will be a year 

of some ups and downs and I would advise all Horses to be 

careful throughout 2013 although with all the downs, there are 

a lot of upsides to 2013 for the Horse. Horses that have recently 

changed jobs or are in the process of doing so will benefit from 

2013 by becoming quickly settled in their new environment; this 

also applies to schools. If you are trying to advance in the workplace, you should do so 

with a calm pace and should not rush in to anything. Horses looking for work or wishing to 

change their profession should try to do so early on in the year as there will be a lot of 

competition this year although the Horse is a very strong willed character. 

You should be very careful with finances this year as there is a risk of overspending 

through not checking contracts or not filling forms in properly so please be sure to double 

check everything and avoid large purchases unless they are necessary or good value. 

Please check the annual and monthly updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu 

Almanac Software for planning for the whole year.  

In March, May, October and December, you will notice your social life increases and you 

will enjoy a great social life this year although be sure to take time out and relax with 

family at home. You must make of the most of the good times as there are some months 

you will need to stay strong, follow the advice monthly on this website and place your 

annual cures and enhancers. Stay focused this year, there is nothing to worry about just 

think about all your actions. Horse born in 1942 and 1990 should try to stay as focused as 

possible during 2013 as their efforts will pay off. 

You need to be careful with wealth this year and be aware that you should not take risks 

and in no way gamble, although metal Horse (born 1988) can expect better wealth this 

year. The secret for all Horse’s this year is money will come in but you have to make sure 

you keep hold of it. For females born 1954 it can be an emotional year and possibilities of 

sadness may creep over stronger than usual, you should keep some hematite 

beads close to you to help overcome this. 

You will no doubt read this and many other websites that will give even worse predictions 

than us saying that 2013 will be a year of disasters for the Horse and everything bad will 

come to you. I have been using Feng Shui for over 32 years and every year I hear the 

same thing with at least one Chinese animal. Last year 2012 the Snake should have had a 

very bad year, I have thousands of clients who are Snakes and they have enjoyed a 

superb 2012. Stay positive, follow our advice, place your cures and enhancers and you too 

will have a great year. If you combine Chinese astrology with Xuan Kong flying star you 

can make a predicted bad year into a very good one. One cure that is vital for the Horse in 

2013 is the sheng chi cure and the Toads of duality placed in the south of your home or 

office or both. 

  
You are in affinity with the Sheep/Goat. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Goat. 
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Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the South (172.5º – 187.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis follow this link.  

 

If you are unsure of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using 
our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying 
stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 
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or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 
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arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

http://www.fengshuistore.co.uk/newsletter/
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Goat/Ram/Sheep 

3 Feb 1931-3 Feb 1932 3 Feb 1943-3 Feb 1944 3 Feb 1955-3 Feb 1956 

3 Feb 1967-3 Feb 1968 3 Feb 1979-3 Feb 1980 3 Feb 1991-03 Feb 1992 

   3 Feb 2003-3 Feb 2004    

 

 This will turn out to be one of the best years for the Goat. 

Opportunities and success await you and seeds you planted in 

2012 will now come to fruition. Coupled with Goats natural 

passion and drive, the year 2013 will take you to great heights 

and as with 2012 a great year to accumulate new wealth and 

also increase your circle of friends. Those in employment may 

see promotion, provided they keep away from and are not influenced by inauspicious 

sectors of the house according to the flying stars system of Feng Shui. 

Whilst luck is with you, take good advantage of the positive outlook of the year and make 

a true effort in your endeavours. Obstacles and difficulties are not completely non-existent. 

Face each one as it comes decisively and confidently as they can easily be overcome. Take 

good care of health as there is a tendency to overwork. When walking the success path, be 

charitable to those less fortunate than you. 

This a great year to consider merging businesses or moving jobs, you will find 

opportunities are high in 2013 and you may get a little confused on what to do, think 

carefully and always speak to a partner or friend, you may find it hard to make decisions in 

2013 but if you speak to others they will guide you well. This is a good year to learn how 

to meditate or just relax, take plenty of time out for yourself as whilst the year is good you 

can feel a little down at times. Wear a necklace or bracelet that is made from hematite, 

this will enhance you. 

Your busy lifestyle can cause you stomach problems this year so please be careful, I would 

place a brass Wu Lou beside your bed especially if it is located in the southwest or east. 

You should be careful signing contracts this year so make sure you read all the small print 

and do not let yourself be conned by someone sweet or fast talking. 

Single Goats may see new relationships blooming this year with possibilities of a good 

future relationship. There is a very strong possibility of marriage for Goats that have been 

in a long relationship this year. At home this year, you will have a happy and calm life and 

will receive a great deal of support from family for your efforts. If you find it possible, take 

a holiday with a loved one this year, you will benefit from the change of scenery even if 

you do not go very far. 

Those born in 1967 should remain alert for opportunities and act on them. Those born in 

1979 should keep a close eye on their spending during 2013. Expect a great year in 2013. 

You can expect a great year and it will be a year packed with surprises, enjoy it.  

 

You are in affinity with the Horse. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Horse. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (202.5º – 217.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis follow this link.  



 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 
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This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 
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destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Monkey  

3 Feb 1932-3 Feb 1933 3 Feb 1944-3 Feb 1945 3 Feb 1956-3 Feb 1957 

3 Feb 1968-3 Feb 1969 3 Feb 1980-3 Feb 1981 3 Feb 1992-3 Feb 1993 

   3 Feb 2004-3 Feb 2005    
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 Although many Feng Shui books and website are probably 

predicting an OK year in 2013, in my opinion it could be a 

rewarding year for the Monkey as long as you are prepared to 

take things slow this year, make plans for all you do and 

evaluate the benefits and risks for your actions; it sounds 

daunting but following these steps may reward you with a very 

good year in 2013 so read through the information for this year 

and reap the rewards. Please check the annual and monthly 

updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu Almanac Software for planning for the 

whole year. 

All Monkeys need to handle their money with care this year although finances are very 

good for the Monkey this year. It is a good idea to maybe put your money in an interest 

account this year as you could see big rewards from the investment you put in this year. 

Your potential success this year may be looked upon with jealous eyes and you should be 

aware that you may have some back stabbing to contend with in 2013. Do not start 

looking at everyone as the enemy; the year can also bring a little paranoia and also feeling 

low for no apparent reason. Those born in 1944 & 1992 should have a wu lou or similar 

good quality round metal object placed beside their bed in 2013 and make sure you hang a 

Ba Gua mirror in the southwest if you have a door here. 

All Monkeys need to take extra care this year when signing papers as legal problems could 

arise, it could be a deception in you signing papers or just a plain error on someone else’s 

part, so just double check every legal document you sign. If this is a problem it could 

manifest in October make notes now. Having good Feng Shui is not just about placing 

Buddha’s and three legged Toads, just be aware of potential problems and you will avoid 

them. 

Peach blossom is good this year and you should activate the northeast and southeast of 

your home as this will activate romance with existing relationships, this also activates 

career so a lovely combination, check our 2013 flying stars for more details. Relationships 

should be good for the single Monkey and this is not just for romance it also relates to 

career and business. Increase this by making sure you enhance the southeast of your 

home or bedroom by following our flying star advice for 2013. Be careful of eating in 

restaurants in May and October as problems with bowels and stomach are very strong in 

these months.  

 
You are in affinity with the Snake. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Snake. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (232.5º – 247.5º) of the home or 
office. Please read the 2013 Annual Flying Star Advice for more information. 
Although the southwest is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for 
you to face when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your 
desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, Maybe consider using our 
Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, 
annual, fixed and monthly and so much more.  

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 
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with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Rooster  

3 Feb 1933-3 Feb 1934 3 Feb 1945-3 Feb 1946 3 Feb 1957-3 Feb 1958 

3 Feb 1969-3 Feb 1970 3 Feb 1981-3 Feb 1982 3 Feb 1993-3 Feb 1994 

   3 Feb 2005-3 Feb 2006    
 

2013 will be a very pleasing year for The Rooster. An increased 

social life and new finances await the Rooster throughout the 
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year. You will need to keep a calm approach during 2013 and try to remain calm in 

moments of stress.  

You should expect a busy year ahead with wonderful achievements and accomplishments 

although you must proceed with total reliability and fair play and proceed with caution all 

year. Although a natural hard worker, in order to achieve success for the year, the 

foundations need to be laid and you are required to work harder this year but expect good 

results from your extra hard work. 

Success is indicated in business and at home. There are good career opportunities as well 

as positive prospects for romance or even weddings. On the other hand, your success can 

lead to jealousy so be aware of gossip or back stabbing and keep a low profile and do not 

provoke debates or confrontations as they can backfire on you, although the recipient will 

lose out in the long run because it will be underhand on their part. 

Look forward to a good year with plenty of opportunities and potential of financial 

windfalls, you could also travel and find new opportunities. You need to make time for 

relaxation as a busy successful year can often lead to neglect with regards to taking time 

off. Young Roosters born in 1993 should be aware of accidents; place a statue/plaque of a 

temple Lion in the east to protect them. 

To enhance romance and career in 2013 place yuan wang wish and romance enhancer, 

this cure is very important in 2013.Although 2013 will be a lovely year and many dreams 

can come true you need to take time to relax and spend as much time with loved ones as 

possible, this is so important in 2013. 

Do not take risks this year in any sector of your life, so no gambling, playing stock and 

shares or even high-risk sports. Take it easy but stay alert as you will need your wits 

about you, this will be a year of “discovering yourself”, seriously, this may sound a bit of a 

cliché but you will find you discover things about yourself that you never realised were 

there. 

Those of you born in 1945 should be very careful when making large purchases and always 

be sure to check the small print this year. Please check the annual and monthly 

updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu Almanac Software for planning for the 

whole year. 

 

You are in affinity with the Dragon. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Dragon. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the west (262.5º – 277.5º) of the home or 
office. The west has the auspicious #8 star so please be sure to read the 2013 Annual 
Flying Star Advice to make the most out of this area this year. 

 

Although the west is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to 
face when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your desk this 
year to face one of your favourable personal directions, please be aware of the directions 
and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of your Gua and best directions 
follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, 
Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much 
more.  

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
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should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 
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included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 
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available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Dog    

3 Feb 1934-03 Feb 1935 3 Feb 1946-3 Feb 1947 3 Feb 1958-3 Feb 1959 

3 Feb 1970-3 Feb 1971 3 Feb 1982-3 Feb 1983 3 Feb 1994-3 Feb 1995 

   3 Feb 2006-3 Feb 2007    
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 2013 will be a very pleasing year for The Dog. An increased 

social life and new finances await the Dog throughout the year. 

You will need to keep a calm approach during 2013 and try to 

remain calm in moments of stress.  

You should expect a busy year ahead with wonderful 

achievements and accomplishments although you must proceed 

with total reliability and fair play and proceed with caution all 

year. Although a natural hard worker, in order to achieve success for the year, the 

foundations need to be laid and you are required to work harder this year but expect good 

results from your extra hard work. 

Success is indicated in business and at home. There are good career opportunities as well 

as positive prospects for romance or even weddings. On the other hand, your success can 

lead to jealousy so be aware of gossip or back stabbing and keep a low profile and do not 

provoke debates or confrontations as they can backfire on you, although the recipient will 

lose out in the long run because it will be underhand on their part. 

Look forward to a good year with plenty of opportunities and potential of financial 

windfalls, you could also travel and find new opportunities. You need to make time for 

relaxation as a busy successful year can often lead to neglect with regards to taking time 

off. Young Roosters born in 1993 should be aware of accidents; place a statue/plaque of a 

temple Lion in the east to protect them. 

To enhance romance and career in 2013 place yuan wang wish and romance enhancer, 

this cure is very important in 2013.Although 2013 will be a lovely year and many dreams 

can come true you need to take time to relax and spend as much time with loved ones as 

possible, this is so important in 2013. 

Do not take risks this year in any sector of your life, so no gambling, playing stock and 

shares or even high-risk sports. Take it easy but stay alert as you will need your wits 

about you, this will be a year of “discovering yourself”, seriously, this may sound a bit of a 

cliché but you will find you discover things about yourself that you never realised were 

there. 

Those of you born in 1945 should be very careful when making large purchases and always 

be sure to check the small print this year. Please check the annual and monthly 

updates and maybe even consider our Tong Shu Almanac Software for planning for the 

whole year. 

 
You are in affinity with the Rabbit. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Rabbit. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (292.5º – 307.5º) of the home or 
office. Sui Po is located here in 2013 so please read below for more information. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 
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Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 
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Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 
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your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 

Boar /Pig 

3 Feb 1935-3 Feb 1936 3 Feb 1947-3 Feb 1948 3 Feb 1959-3 Feb 1960 

3 Feb 1971-3 Feb 1972 3 Feb 1983-3 Feb 1984 3 Feb 1995-3 Feb 1996 

   3 Feb 2007-3 Feb 2008    

 

 For those of you who know me and have followed my advice 

over the last 13 years you will know I am always positive and I 

prefer to be more upbeat about the years predications as the 
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power of the mind is just as powerful as Feng Shui but I have to let you know that 2013 

may not be the greatest of years for the Pig if you do not follow my advice. There is the 

possibility of a lawsuit coming to the Pig this year so it is highly recommended to be 

careful when you are signing contracts or dealing with people especially if you have an 

important room or main door in the west or east and you should use the annual cures and 

enhancers this year without fail or at the very least place a temple Lion plaque in the east 

to help dissipate the negative energy here. 

The amount of work you put in at work will not be proportional to the results you get so 

try and think things through before you go ahead with them. You must be careful with 

your finances this year, especially towards the middle of the year. 

During the summer, be careful not to take too many risks like extreme sports or 

dangerous activities, you should also try to avoid alcohol and gambling this year; a glass 

of wine with your dinner won’t hurt you though! 

It’s not all bad; if you keep a positive attitude and put effort into your work you can make 

2013 a successful year for you. Your health will be average throughout 2013 although you 

could suffer from minor illnesses or accidents, which is why you should avoid dangerous 

sports and activities. 

Your romantic life will have its setbacks if you are looking for long term relationships; you 

will go on many dates but you will not find it as easy to find a strong bond with a partner. 

Arguments will take place with married couples this year so try and keep peace around the 

home. 

Those born in 1971 should spend more time with their loved ones and talk to them about 

their problems as a problem shared is a problem halved. Those born in 1983 should be 

willing to accept support from people offering it as they will benefit from this.  

Those born in 1935 should be prepared to ask for help when something becomes too much 

for them, this will lift a great weight off their shoulders. Those born in 1947 should 

consider expanding and developing their interests for a new outlook on life. Those born in 

1959 should be willing to adjust to new situations. This year you must not let yourself 

stagnate, look at new opportunities, work hard without affecting health and if you are in a 

position try and spend time travelling this year for business or pleasure, I know it easy for 

me to say as you are probably feeling tired just reading this advice but it will get better 

very soon and you will have good times ahead and stop worrying about others and spend 

some time on yourself this year. Falling down is not defeat; defeat is when you refuse to 

get up and even though the year may not sound great this is only a tiny influence on what 

happens in your life, if you follow the advice on these 2013 pages your year will be very 

good, you will avoid all problems, have a fantastic year. 

 

You are in affinity with the Tiger. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Tiger. 

 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (322.5º – 337.5º) of the home or 
office.  Sui Po is located here in 2013 so please read below for more information. 

 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm


Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this 

with our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is 

located in the southwest, east, centre or west please be aware that in the months of 

February, April & August 2013 and if you do not use our annual cures kit you should at 

least place a golden Wu Lou and set of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon 

for these month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To further 

enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as 

it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain tasks it also advises 

you if it is good for your animal sign. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2013: 

The most influential and imperative cure and enhancer in 2013 is called a hu shen fu 

Master cure, amulet and talisman and can only to be used in Gui Si (yin water Snake) 

year, the last time this powerful cure would have been used was in 1953. This cure is 

needed to enhance, maintain and protect in 2013 especially for the female of a home or 

office and more so if you run a run a business from home. 

This cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Masters and in olden days and even 

now in southeast Asia you would need to engage an proficient Feng Shui Master to call at 

your home or business and the Master would spend many hours engraving the secret 

writings onto an earth plate shaped as a heart (spearhead) of the finest quality slate, 

marble or similar earth element, which would then be placed in the northeast of your home 

or business and then setting the special thought form quartz crystals and i-ching coin 

placed on the heart earth plate would have a marking on it showing that the arrowhead 

must point towards the central heaven heart palace as this is where the #5 yellow star is 

located in 2013 and you must have protection against loss of wealth in 2013 because we 

have the #5 five yellow disaster star visit the central heaven heat palace in 2013 with the 

potential to cause many wealth and bad luck problems. This powerful amulet would 

normally cost tens of thousands of pounds and obviously only available to the very rich 

which is still the case in many parts of the world and the reason why we create these 

powerful cures each year so all can afford them at a fraction of the cost. 

The ancient Feng Shui masters claimed that when placing this powerful talisman you must 

hold the crystal and i-ching coin (not the heart earth plate) in your right hand and close 

your eyes and visualise exactly what you would like to achieve in your life, in other words 

create a wish list in your mind but you MUST be realistic and not start ordering a six pack 

or a full head of hair or a bank full of money, you must not be greedy and only positive 

and good thoughts so you cannot use it for revenge or anything bad  and as the saying 

goes “be careful what you wish for” and remember that dreams can come true and this I 

speak through experience. These hearth shaped earth plates have been especially 

engraved for us and you cannot just use a plate in a heart shape, it must have the 

talisman engraved on it combined with thought form crystal etc… 

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 

relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2013 we 

included it standard in all our 2013 cures and enhancers kit. If you follow this link you 

will find full details 2013 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Rat in 2013: 

Romance can be improved in the northeast, north and southeast of your home although 

you have to be careful in the southeast as this is where Tai Sui is located in 2013, click 

here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious, without cures can bring 

unwanted romantic opportunities to the household if the cures are not put in place. Having 

a door in the southeast with the cures can bring in new opportunities and lots of travel. To 

enhance romance and career in 2013 place some dark blue objects in the southeast and 

the north, you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, 

curtains or similar material. 

Be very careful if you have a main door, bedroom or office or any other important room 

that is located in the southwest, east or west in 2013 and make sure that you follow 

the 2013 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. 

To further enhance 2013 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 

predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it 

will also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 

for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 

should consider our  2013 advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of 

Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 

our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 

software this will make 2013 a better year indeed. 

To dissipate the negative effects in 2013 you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied 

with red ribbon and a salt water cure in the southwest and centre of your home or office 

this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. For full details on 2013 flying star analysis 

follow this link. This is very important in 2013 especially if you have a main door, 

bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in the southwest, centre and east. 

The 2013 Annual Feng Shui Afflictions: 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 

affliction is mostly in the east (52.5 – 127.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 

any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the east part of your house or office 

between February 3rd 2013 and February 3rd 2014. Nor should you disturb the ground in 

the east by digging holes, building foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any 

noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. Once disturbed, 

this affliction can bring three types of misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and 

arguments. This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business 

we take this very seriously as in our 32 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen 

some pretty nasty events from this energy when disturbed. 

With the very inauspicious #3 star also visiting the east palace in 2013, you have wood 

meeting wood which is a paired combination and can cause disputes, arguments and legal 

problems and needs very specific cures and of course when you combine all this 

destructive energy with the even more destructive three killings you need the best cure 

available in the east in 2013. You need a special cure – this special cure comes standard 

with all our 2013 annual cures and enhancers kits. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules you should follow regarding 

the Three Killings. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with 

your back to this direction (east). Secondly, it is better to face (east) this direction, 

especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the east in 2013, place a pair of Fu Dogs just inside the house 

looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You must also place a golden 

coloured Pi Yao in the west looking towards the east. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east place a six hollow metal rod 

wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you 

should contact a professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the 

work or you can use our Tong Shu software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides between 142.5º – 157.5º southeast. Do 

not take this affliction lightly. Do not disturb the ground in the southeast at all 

costs. Southeast facing properties with front doors to the southeast must be careful not to 

allow the doors to slam and do not renovate or dig in this part for 2013. 

Sui Po (The year breaker) 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the 15 degree mountain directly opposite Tai Sui Grand 

Duke, which for 2013 is northwest (322.5 – 337.5). You should treat this area with the 

same respect as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work, renovations or 

any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and normally will cause immediate health 

problems especially for the elderly or sick so please be very careful. If you have to carry 

out work or emergency repairs in the northwest place a six hollow metal rod wind chime 

between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 

contact a professional consultant to select a favourable date to start the work. 

The annual five yellow has flown to the centre in 2013 and because the centre is 

associated with earth energy with no gender, this is not good and the reason why so many 

specialist cures are needed in 2013. It is highly recommended not to disturb the centre 

with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. 

Please do not start worrying if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the centre, 

east or southwest just start preparing to place your 2013 cures and enhancers kit to 

ensure a trouble free year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free monthly 

newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 

control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 

2013 software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any 

direction in any part of the world. 
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